Strategy for constructing somatic hybrids isolating the two derivative chromosomes in X;autosome translocations. Application to a female patient t(X;5) with Hunter syndrome.
X; autosomal translocations are excellent tools for genetic analysis because of the easy selection of clones isolating the derivative bearing the HPRT gene in somatic cell hybrids. We have developed a strategy to select clones isolating the other derivative avoiding fastidious and time consuming technics, mainly based on immunofluorescent screening using MIC 2 and MIC 5 antigenic markers and we have succeeded in isolating in a rodent context the two X;5 translocated derivative chromosomes of a female patient with Hunter syndrome. The location of MIC 5 gene was specified between the IDS and G6PD DXS369 (RN1), DXS296 (VK21c), and DXS304 (U62), DXS52 and F8c (F814) are proximal and distal from the breakpoint disrupting the IDS gene respectively.